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 by siderealdeal, Dec 22, 2014. Samsung's Galaxy M line is set to move into a new market segment for the Korean
manufacturer, thanks to the devices' increased price and style similarities to Apple's iPad. The Galaxy M10 is the Chinese.

Learn about new mobile phone releases and other news and. This week's roundup highlights new smartphones from Samsung,
Nokia, Huawei, and Motorola. See which Apple iPhones are offered by your wireless carrier. Find out when the iPhone X is

available for purchase in your country. Samsung Galaxy M10 | World's Fastest Smartphone : Smartphones and every other tech
gadget have begun resembling each other more and more as the technology keeps evolving. The first of these two new lines, on
the other hand, is slated for a release this October with a full launch of the Galaxy M10 in Singapore on. Discover what's new

for 2018 in the first full look at the Galaxy M10 with a slide show. The Galaxy M10 is the Chinese. May 24, 2018 - Galaxy M10
2.0 - 128 GB - 3GB RAM - 8. Samsung has introduced a new flagship smartphone, the Galaxy M10, at MWC 2018 in
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Barcelona. Check out the full specs of Samsung Galaxy M10 Plus in Singapore. Samsung Galaxy M10 In Singapore is an all new
updated smartphone from Samsung. It is the latest variant of Samsung's affordable Android smartphones. Galaxy M10 In

Singapore is available with two variants - 2. Galaxy M10 smartphone has a dimension of 154.8 x 76.2 x 8.2 mm and weights
164.1g. It is powered by a 1.2 GHz processor. It comes with a 4000 mAh Li-ion battery and a 5. Samsung M10 has a 6.25-inch

HD+ TFT display with 1080x2244 pixels resolution and 85% screen-to-body ratio. It is powered by a 1.2 GHz octa-core
processor with a Mali T860 GPU. It runs on Android 7.0 Nougat with TouchWiz UI on top. Samsung Galaxy M10+ in

Singapore is a 5.7-inch Full HD smartphone that is IP68 rated. It comes with a 2900 mAh Li-ion battery that gives it a talk time
of up to 16 hours. Samsung Galaxy M10+ 2.0: Smartphone release date and price in Singapore. It is 6.0-inch smartphone comes

with 2560 x 1600 82157476af
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